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Winter Break
Judith Nicholls
Katie’s lucky.
She’s been told
to stay inside at playtime.
I wish I had a cold!
Ahmed’s lucky.
He got only two
in Monday’s spelling test.
I wish I had to stay inside
to learn the rest!
Our teacher’s lucky.
At playtime Mr Mould
drinks coffee in the staffroom.
I wish I was old!
Each day’s the same.
The sky is grey,
the wind is cold
But still they say
“Off you go now,
out to play!”
It’s never me who’s told
to stay inside.
I hate it,
yes, I hate it,
Stuck out here in the cold!
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Unit 9: Winter Break
Name:

Class:

Date:

1. Why has Katie been allowed to stay inside?

2. Do you think Ahmed is pleased that he’s inside? Use ideas from the poem in support of
your answer.

3. What does the narrator think is the reason Mr Mould is allowed to stay inside?

4. The title of the poem is Winter Break.
Find and copy two descriptions from the poem that let you know it is winter.

5. Who is “they” in verse 4?

6. Find and copy a line from the poet that sums up their attitude to playtimes in the winter.
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Unit 9 Writing new lines for a rhyming poem
In this unit children will:
•
•
•
•
•

read a poem about winter playtimes and identify the narrator’s attitude to them
consider the order and progression of ideas through the poem
explore the structure of verses, including looking at rhyme, beat and rhythm
look at how punctuation is used in the poem
plan, draft, edit and improve a verse for a class poem about playtimes in school, following the structure of
the model poem.

Stage 1: Responding to the text
Activities:

Resources needed:

• Think, pair, share: List things children like and dislike about
playtimes and dinner times in school. Ask children to think
about:

Shared copy of the text (PDF/IWB/
visualiser)



what they like to do



which playtimes are the best and which the worst



what makes a good playtime.

• Snowball the children’s lists by letting each pair share with
another pair and adding some of their ideas, then two
pairs can join to make eights and see how long a list they
can make.

Each group needs:
• large paper and marker pens
Each child needs:
• a copy of the text
• a copy of the comprehension questions.

• Introduce Judith Nicholls (born in 1941) as a children’s poet who has written a lot of poems. She often tries to
make children think about their experiences.
• Read Winter Break together and talk about it:


Do the children ever feel like this at playtime? Why?



What do they think the narrator feels about this playtime?



Do children think the narrator feels like this about all playtimes?

• Let children answer the reading comprehension questions to ensure close reading of the poem and good
understanding.


Work on question 2 together, showing the children how to locate the evidence for their answer. Discuss how
they can infer how Ahmed is feeling from the context.

• Together, share answers to the questions and discuss the strategies children used to answer them.

Stage 2: Analysing the poem’s content
Activities:
• Ask children to read the poem aloud to a response partner in order to revisit the text, develop ﬂuency, ensure accurate
pronunciation of all words and to practise reading with ﬂuency, expression and a reasonable speaking pace.
• Ask children to underline any new words or phrases. Take feedback and explain what these mean in context.
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Discussing idea development in Winter Break
• Explain that this poem tells the reader about the child’s
feelings about winter playtime. These feelings come
together as an overall attitude.
• Think, pair, share: Can children create a sentence to
summarise the narrator’s attitude to playtimes in winter?






Resources needed:
Shared copy of the text (PDF/IWB/
visualiser)
Each pair needs:
• an additional copy of the poem

Discuss which verse in the poem is the best summary of
the narrator’s attitude (verse 5).

• scissors

Think about why the poet didn’t write that verse first
(it’s more common in a poem for the ﬁnal verse to be the
summary verse).

• their own copy of the text

Each child needs:
• additional paper for making notes.

Would it matter if the other verses were presented in a
different order?

• Ask children to cut up the poem into verses and to explore the impact of shufﬂing around the other verses.


Can they go in any order?



Which verses should definitely stay in the order they’re in?

• Establish that the poet will also have thought about changing the order of the verses because poets write and edit
and change their work all the time. Discuss why she chose this to be the final order.

Discussing the meaning of the poem
• Which word does the poet use in the poem which has a similar meaning to break? (“playtime”)


Establish that playtimes are called break in most secondary schools and some primary schools.

• Together identify information from the poem that tells us about the experience of being outside (e.g. “The sky is
grey”/“the wind is cold”).
• Think, pair, share: Make a list of other words or phrases which describe being outside on a cold, grey winter’s day
(e.g. shivering, frostbite, red noses, see our breath).
• Ask children what they think is happening inside, where the narrator wants to be.
• Think, pair, share: Write ideas about what Ahmed might be doing. Will he be enjoying learning his spellings inside?

Stage 3: Analysing the text structure and language
Activities:

Resources needed:

Evaluating verse structure

Shared copy of the text (PDF/IWB/
visualiser)

• Ensure children understand the terminology that is used to
talk about poems, e.g. line, verse/stanza, rhyme, rhythm, beat.
• Let groups annotate enlarged poems. Ask them to:


write the number of lines in each verse alongside the
verse (4, 5, 4, 6, 5)




Discuss whether it matters when you read the poem if
the verses are irregular and unbalanced in this way.

underline all the words that rhyme. Consider:


Each group needs:
• an enlarged A3 version of the poem
• highlighter pens
Each child needs:
• the copy of the text
• pens to annotate.

Is the rhyming pattern the same in every verse? (No,
there are at least two words that rhyme in each verse,
but there isn’t a pattern.)



Which word is always underlined? (The ﬁnal word of the last line in each verse always rhymes with another word.)



Do any of the names have to rhyme? (Yes, Mr Mould – old.)
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• Distinguish between rhythm, which reﬂects all the syllables of every word, and beat, which is the steady pulse that
you can clap.
 Ask children to explore how many beats there are to each line in the first verse (two):
KA-tie’s LU-cky
SHE’s been TOLD
To STAY inside at PLAYtime.
I WISH I had a COLD
• Can they find a regular beat like this in all the verses? (It’s harder in verse 2 and the speed of the beat changes,
but the other verses have a regular beat with two beats to a line.)
• Discuss the impact of the irregular rhyme, rhythm and beat.
• Think, pair, share: Do you think the irregular rhyme, rhythm and beat reﬂect the mood of the poem better than a series
of regular, well-balanced verses?

Looking at punctuation
• In pairs, ask children to:
 highlight all the punctuation
 Which punctuation marks are used most often in this poem? (Full stops.)
 read the poem aloud to each other, thinking about how both line length and punctuation are used to help intonation.
• Think, pair, share:
 Did you find line length or punctuation most useful in helping you to read the poem?
 Why do some lines have no punctuation at the end of them? (Because the sentence isn’t yet ﬁnished.)
 Which additional feature does the poet use to help the reader to get the right intonation when the poem is
read aloud? (Italics tell the reader to stress certain words in the last two verses.)
• In pairs, ask the children to write all the words which have apostrophes.
 They should write two lists: “contractions” and “possession”.
 Contractions: “Katie’s” (Katie is); “She’s” (She has); “Ahmed’s” (Ahmed is); “teacher’s” (teacher is); “day’s”
(day is); “it’s” (it is); “who’s” (who is)
 Possession: “Monday’s”
• Still in their pairs, ask the children to expand all of the contractions and read the poem as if all of the contractions
were fully spelled out, then to discuss why the poet used so many contractions.
• Together, discuss why understanding the punctuation of a poem can make it easier to understand the meaning.

Stage 4: Planning to write: Writing new lines for a rhyming poem
Activities:

Resources needed:

• Agree a title for a class poem based on Winter Break.
• Remind the children of key features of the poem:
 Most verses have one rhyme.
 The verses begin with “[Name] is lucky”.
 There are two beats in each line.
Point out that there is some variation in the structure of
the verses, so the children can have some freedom.
• Together, write your own class poem based on playtimes
during the winter at your school.
• Distribute the writing framework.
• Model completing it for the class poem you have just
written so children can see links between the plan and the
final poem.

Shared copy of the text (PDF/IWB/
visualiser)
The success criteria
Each group needs:
• A5 paper for writing and rearranging
individual verses
• access to the internet or rhyming dictionaries
Each child needs:
• the copy of the text they have previously
highlighted and annotated
• the writing framework from page 99
(some children may benefit from this being
enlarged to A3) or success criteria if a
different writing framework is used.
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• Tell the children that they should think of a different season for playtime (e.g. summer). If they are thinking about
summer, they could write the poem from the point of view of a child like Ahmed who has to stay inside when his
friends are outside. Alternatively, they could be looking at activities other lucky children are doing in the playground.
• Let children work with a partner and rhyming dictionaries to note down pairs of rhyming words they could use in
two or three verses of their poem.
• Ask children what they think should be in the success criteria (online at My Rising Stars). If necessary, refine the
success criteria given.

Stage 5: Writing
Activities:

Resources needed:

• Remind children that they are going to write new verses for
a rhyming poem based on Winter Break.

The success criteria
The class needs:

• Revisit the plan and model poem you wrote at the previous
stage. Identify the rhymes, the stressed beats and the
descriptive nouns, verbs and adjectives you used.

• the poem and writing framework you
completed at Stage 4

• Before they start, give children a few minutes to ‘talk like
a writer’ and tell their partner verses as they plan to write
them. If it helps, ask them to use a polite ‘writer’s voice’.

Each child needs:

• Let response partners give some brief feedback before
children swap roles.

• completed and annotated writing
framework, including the success criteria

• Read aloud the success criteria (online at My Rising Stars).

• a PC/laptop/tablet if the children are
word-processing.

• If children are using IT, remind them that they can jot
down any ideas and then edit and amend as they write.

• the copy of the poems they have previously
annotated

• Let the children write. Structure the writing session so that you re-focus the children at intervals and remind them
when they should be ready to move to the next verse.
• Five minutes before the end of the session, ask all children to stop writing and begin to read their poem aloud to
themselves. If they find errors, or missing words or words they can improve, they should use this opportunity to
make changes.

Stage 6: Improving, editing, reviewing and sharing the writing
Activities:

Resources needed:

• Revisit together the success criteria (online at My Rising
Stars).

Each child needs:

• Model the process below using your work as an example.
The children can give you feedback on each step of the
process. After you model a step the children should have a
go with their partner at editing their work.

• the success criteria
• their writing/completed writing framework
• different coloured pens/highlighters.

• Ask children to reread their poems three times:





First read through: to check that the poem make sense and matches the plan.
Second read through: to tick off/highlight where they have achieved the success criteria, and to find three
places where they can improve their poem to achieve or even further improve on the success criteria.
Third read through: to check for any errors in spelling or punctuation.
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• Ask children to swap poems with their response partner. The response partner should read the text three times:





First read through: To check that the poem makes sense and matches the plan.
Second read through: To identify what is good and to make one further suggestion to improve one word,
phrase or sentence.
Third read through: To check for any errors in spelling or punctuation. If the poem has been created using IT,
ask the response partner to make corrections using a different font or colour.

Lessons from writing
• Prior to the session, identify errors that were commonly made. Write sample verses that need to be corrected and
ask the children to help you to fix them. These could include, e.g:


inaccurate beat, often caused either by too many words or too many syllables, e.g. Kathryn is lucky/Because
she likes to read/Books about adventures and pirates/And some of them are very exciting indeed.
This verse meets the criterion for rhyming but it’s hard to read because of the lack of clear beat. Can the
children edit it to cut out words and create a stronger beat (e.g. Kathryn is lucky./She likes to read/Exciting
books/ That are very long indeed.)
punctuation errors, e.g. Anya’s unlucky/she’s got asthma/she’s not allowed/to go outside/where there might be
a crowd.







Remind the children to revisit the model poem: normal end of sentence punctuation should be used. Can
children insert it?

Improving the writing
• After the texts have been marked: give the children time to read through your comments, look at the success
criteria and implement any changes suggested. This should not involve the children rewriting the entire poem –
just those parts that you would like them to revisit to practise/improve their writing. If they have used IT, you may
want them to edit using a different colour font.

Share
Sometimes, children write text to practise writing text. Other times, there is a planned reason or an
audience. If you want children to share their writing:
• poems are often ideal for performance and this poem can be the focus of a group performance where each
child selects the two or three best rhyming couplets that they wrote
• show groups how to create a multimedia presentation based on a pair of lines from their poem – depending
on the software you have available, it could include music, video, photos or even simple animation
• create a class poem for display, combining pairs of lines from everyone’s poem.
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Unit 9: Writing new lines for a rhyming poem
Name:

Class:

Date:

Poem title:
Write some playtime activities together with some rhyming words.
E.g. run – fun     walk – talk     football – call,

Rhymes in verse:

is lucky

Rhymes in verse:

Rhymes in verse:

is lucky
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hall, fall

is lucky
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Asides, as in
the model
poem, adding
additional
information
about the
narrator’s
attitude are
included.

A poem about
liking or disliking
playtimes in a
specified season
of the year is
written.

A poem about
playtime is
written.

Working at
greater depth
within the
expected
standard

Working at
the expected
standard

Working
towards the
expected
standard

Contents
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Every verse has a pair of
rhyming words.

Names chosen for the
first line have at least
two syllables in order to
fit the regular beat.
The poem contains some
pairs of rhyming words.

At least three verses
of 4–6 lines each are
written.

At least eight lines are
written.

Most lines have a regular
beat as well as rhyming
structure as in the model
poem.

Sentence structure

Each verse focuses on
a reason why someone
is lucky/unlucky to miss
or to enjoy playtime.

The poem includes a
longer verse expressing
more general thoughts,
as in the model poem.

Text structure and
organisation

Vocabulary matches
the narrator’s mood
and fits around the
rhythm and rhyme.

The ‘spoken language’
effect of the model
poem is copied and
maintained.

Vocabulary and
descriptions

Capital letters are
used for names.

Apostrophes are used
for singular possession
as well as contraction.

Correct punctuation
follows the model text
with end of sentence
punctuation (.?!)
where needed.

Punctuation of
‘asides’ may include
brackets as shown in
the model poem.

Punctuation

Spaces between letters and words
allow for good legibility.

Spelling errors are phonetically
decodable.

Letters and spaces are in
proportion to each other.

Some letters are joined using
diagonal or horizontal strokes.

Taught spellings from the Year
3/4 word list are correct.

In handwriting, most letters are
appropriately joined or
word-processing speed is
developing and does not impede
thought processes.

Spelling changes needed to add
vowel suffixes are often accurate.

Spelling and handwriting

Unit 9: Moderating writing: Writing new lines for a
rhyming poem
Name:
Date:
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